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Site analysis
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The main purpose of the micro industry was to bring people together, to appeal 
to all generations, both old and young. To make students, parents, teens and 
elderly come together and socialize with one another. The craft of the workshop 
was therefore wooden games, since this is something the vast majority of peo-
ple in one way or another have had some experience with. The wooden games 
will consist of chess, carrom and kubb. The building will thereby create a unique 
meeting place for the people of Brighton to socialize and disconnect from the 
stressful everyday life.

The micro industry

Chess Kubb

Carrom

Kubb

Chess is a two player strategy board game where each player begins with 16 dif-
ferent pieces, whereas each different piece has its unique moves. The objective 
of the game is primarily to checkmate the opponent’s king, which occurs when 
capture is unavoidable. The game is played on a 8x8 grid and typically involves 
exchanging similar pieces, whiles trying to gain an advantage on the opponent 
in order to checkmate. 

Kubb is an outdoor game where the objective of the game is to knock over 
several wooden blocks by throwing wooden batons at them. The game has its 
origin from the Viking era, and can be played by up to twelve people divided 

-
den blocks are placed on both ends of the pitch, and a “king” in the middle. 

before overturning the king.

Carrom is a two player board game where each player begins with 15 wooden 
disks known as carrom men. The game start by placing all the carrom men in a 
circle in the middle of the board. The objective of the game is to knock all 15 of 
the players allocated disks into holes located in each corner before the oppo-
nent with a stick. 
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In 1840s, the first 
Club was formed in 
Brighton under the 
inspiration of the 

flamboyant army-of-
ficer-turned-author, 
Capt. Hugh Alexan-

der Kennedy

The club soon after attracted 
players such as Howard Staunton 
(Left), one of the best from 1843 

to 1851, and historian H.T. Buckle 
(Right), one of the best for a short 
period of time from 1849 to 1850

In 1853, the Club saw Kenne-
dy’s departure from the town, 
and short after the club ente-
red into a period of difficulty, 
marked by falling members-
hip and recurrent quests for 

new accommodation

In 1858, the Club was offered 
the South Lobby, an area of the 

Brighton Pavilion, but voted 
against the transfer

In 1863, five years later, the 
offer was repeated, and this 
time the advantages of the 
move were more apparent, 
and thus voted in favour. 
Thereby, the South Lobby 
became the home of chess 

in Brighton

The following few years, 
may not have been the most 

brilliant in the Club’s his-
tory, but were important in 
establishing an association 
between the King of Games 

and the former ‘resort of 
kings’

In 1867, the Club saw 
its departure due to 
financial difficulties

In 1870, the Pavilion still 
retained some links to chess 
due to the display of ‘auto-
maton’ Ajeeb at the South 
Lobby, which was a life-si-
zed model of a chess player

In 1873, a significant de-
velopment occurred when 
a chess room was opened 
a few hundred yards away 

from the South Lobby 
located at the new Free 
Library and Museum

For nearly fifty years, the 
Chess Room was a model for 

other towns to follow and 
attracted visitors both from 

Britain and abroad  

In 1888, there was a 
demand for space, and 
the chess community 
needed to move from 
its public Chess Room 
at Church Street, thus 

resulting in the reuniting 
with the South Lobby

Following the outbreak of 
the First World War, the Pa-
vilion was requisitioned as a 
hospital for wounded Indian 

servicemen, and the chess 
room therefore returned to 

Church Street

In 1922, the South Lobby 
returned once again as the 
home of chess when it be-
came the headquarters of 
a resurgent Brighton and 

Hove Chess Club

In 1933, junior chess 
benefited greatly when 

Col. Sir William Thomas 
Dupree, Bt., left a legacy 

which provided for a local 
junior competition with a 
remarkable prize of £100

In 1938, the British Cham-
pionships was held in 

Brighton

The Second World War 
brought enforced changes 
to the Club, and the Pavili-
on was once again requi-
sitioned, this time by the 

wartime Ministry of Food. 
The club was thereby forced 

to move

The following three years, 
Brighton Chess Club eked 
out a hand-to-mouth exis-

tence in temporary quarters 
in Howard’s Restaurant in 

Pavilion Buildings

In 1943, the Club was 
permitted to return to the 

South Lobby

During the post-war 
years, the use of the South 

Lobby was once again 
withdrawn due to admi-

nistrative reasons

In 1952, the Club 
moved to four Pavilion 

Buildings

In 1970s, the first 
team reached the final 
of the National Club 

Championship on 
three occasions

In 1972 and 1977, two 
British Championships 
were held in the Corn 
Exchange in Brighton

In 1976, a room in the King’s 
Apartments became the setting 
for the first Variable Baseline 

Chess Tournament ever held in 
the UK, which was won by a lo-
cal talent named Dave Springgay

In 1979, Ray Keene, the 
grandmaster, organised 
the first international 

tournament in the town 
and these events were 

held annually until 1985

In 1986, the Club’s link with 
the Pavilion came to an end 
and relocated to the Co-ope-
rative Social Club in London 

Road

In 1991, the Club moved to 
the NALGO club in Edward 

Street

In 1994, the Club moved to 
the Shakespeare’s Head in 

Spring Street

In 1997, the British Cham-
pionships was held in the 

Town Hall of Hove

In 1998, the Club moved to 
the Railway Club in Belmont

In 2011, the Club moved to 
the Avenue Bridge Club in 

Third Avenue in Hove

HISTORY OF PLAY
Brighton’s chess history

1840

2011
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History of play
 Brighton’s chess history



Raw Material Cutting down a tree The processing of lumber into 
planks

Planks

 Cutting the two planks into the correct 
length

 Gluing the planks into a boardSanding the boardCutting the board into eight planks

Cutting a board into the same
 shapes as the chessboard

Gluing the two boards togheter Cutting four new planks Attaching the planks to the board

Completed chessboard Cutting four planksCutting each of the corners of the 
planks in a 45 degree angle

Attaching the planks to the boardGluing it all togheter

 Cutting two different sorts of wooden 
planks into a squared shape

Gluing the planks into a chessboard

Gluing the planks to the board

Process Diagram of a chessboard
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Space-planning

1:100 plan drawing
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Further space-planning

1:100 plan drawing
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development sketches
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In order to further develop the idea behind this unique experi-
ence in which the users would have, I wanted all the widows 
to be redirected and angled, which thereby would enhance 
the users experience of the building. 

1:100 section
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1:100 Axometric drawing
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1:100 Axometric drawing



My earlier concepts was based around this idea of having set boundaries where people could 
play each game. However, in order to create a more cohesive experience for the user, I inste-
ad wanted the building to be based around no boundaries. A place where the users could play 

-

for people to have their own unique spaces, instead of the previous shared one. 
1:100 section
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In addition to the new ideas for the building, I wanted to 
further evolve these concepts, and therefore added these 
huge window extensions to the building with the possibility 
to walk and play inside of.

1:100 Axometric drawing
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The Floorplan

1:50 Axometric drawing1:50 Plan drawing
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Material analysis

English oak

Sweet chestnut

English elm

Silver birch

Forest stewardship council
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Wind analysis

Wind analysis in section

Windrose of brighton

Wind analysis in plan
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Solar analysis

Winter Summer

Shadow analysis

Sun path analysis
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Micro-renewable

Wind turbinesSolar panels
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The idea would be to separate the workshop between a public and a private area. To prevent people from injuring themselves, the mechanical room with heavy machinery like the table saw would be private, whi-
les the rest of the workshop would remain public. The making process would thereby consist of the workers cutting the pieces required for each individual game and providing these parts to the visitors for them to 
put it all together, and afterwards take their newly made games upstairs and enjoy them.

1:50 Axometric drawing

1:50 plan drawing
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The workshop



1: 50 Front elevation
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Plan drawing of section cut
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Collage




